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Let £2 be the set { 1, 2 ..... n }. Let ~ be the set of all non-empty sets of 
non-empty subsets of £2. For d e ~ and X~_ g2 put 
Z~,(X) = (~ (X~_A~d)A and Wo~,(X) = IZd(X) l .  
In particular, Z is ~ and W is 0 if there is no A~d with X~_A. The 
powerful new Ahlswede Zhang identity is 
n 
where the Z is over all X ~ g2. 
Proof Identity (2). We will use the binomial coefficient identity 
1 1 1 
- - +  for l<~x<<.m. (2) 
Case 1 of(l). This is when ~¢ contains exactly one subset A of £2. We 
may assume A={1,2  ..... a)  and a~<n. ThenZ isA ,  ~ ,  and Wis  ]AI, 0 
if A ~ X, A ¢ X, respectively. Trivially (1) holds for n = 1. We suppose (1) 
holds for a ~< n < m and consider the case n = m. Here the LHS of (1) is 
[7>> >] ~ m -t- m ' IX[. IXl (IxI +1)-  IxI + 1 
where the Z is over all X___ { 1, 2, ..., m - 1 }. We replace the second W term 
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by the first as they are equal. Next we substitute (2). Then (1) holds by 
induction. 
Identity (3). If ~, g6-~- put ~vg={DwE:D6~,  E~g}~.  ~ 
then 
Z~ ~.(X) = Z~(X) ¢~ Z~(X) and Z~ v , (X )  = Z~(X) w Zg(X), 
W~,(X)  = W~(X)+ W, (X) -  W~ ~ ,(X) for x~_n. 
(3) 
Case 2 of (1). Suppose ~¢= {A1, . . . ,Ak)E~.  In Case 1 of (1) we had 
k=l .  We suppose (1) holds for l<<.k<h and consider k=h>~2. Let 
= (As, ..., Ah_~} and g= {Ah}. Then ~, o ~, ~ v g are in ~ and have 
h -1 ,  1, g members, respectively, where 1~< g<h. So by our induction 
hypothesis (1) holds for ~, g, ~ v g. Now ~ = ~ w ~ so we substitute (3) 
in the LHS of (1). This gives three sums, one each for @, g, ~ v g. By our 
induction hypothesis (1) holds for each of these sums. So the LHS of (1) 
reduces to 1 + 1 - 1 = 1, and (1) is proved. 
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